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This week’s news of proposed cuts in courses and academic jobs in UK universities is deeply concerning 

for many people – not least staff and students - across many subjects and in many universities.  Some 

of these proposals affect the subject of philosophy and our fellow philosophers. 

The British Philosophical Association is highly concerned about these announcements and the effects 

they will have on staff and students, whether or not the proposals go forward.  The BPA will be 

providing assistance to philosophers affected in the coming days and weeks. 

This news is highly regrettable since UK Philosophy is in a very healthy and vibrant state. There are 

many students studying the subject in universities and schools.  The REF2021 results attest that 

excellent philosophical research and associated impact can be found in all parts of the higher 

education sector.  Philosophers are transforming society: across the creative industries, across politics 

and public policy, across medicine and health, and beyond.1  In order for this research and education 

to continue there needs to be a reasonable level of stability within the sector, for both philosophy and 

all other subject areas.  It is also imperative that the UK maintains a diversity of offering of subjects 

across the country. 

Some universities are experiencing instability, with both marked increasing student numbers in some 

subject departments and decreasing ones in others.  It is clear that some universities are experiencing 

severe stresses and strains in part due to recent changes in government policy, such as the removal 

of student number controls.  It is vital and urgent that these changes are examined to understand their 

effects on the whole sector as well as to understand how they may affect both local and national 

provision of university education.   

Difficult as circumstances are for some institutions, we believe that hasty suspension or closure of 

philosophy courses is a mistake that will impoverish the higher education sector for years to come. 

On behalf of the BPA: 

 

Prof. Fiona Macpherson, FRSE MAE                           Prof. Simon Kirchin  

University of Glasgow                   University of Kent   

President, BPA                                Director, BPA      

 
1 For example - UK philosophers’ work helping during the Covid-19 pandemic: https://bpa.ac.uk/resources/uk-
philosophy-and-covid-19/ 
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